
Dear Buck,  the reply.

You stuck me with a highlander knight. What would I have to do with a Scottish knight as an 
American, who's many great-grand-father, was abolished from both Kingdoms, that of Scotland, and 
England in 1607. With the help of the Hamilton family moved onto Fermanagh. An Andrew called 
Dandie then Daniel in Ulster. Guess they were Episcopalian, like you. Hide my head in shame being 
American my relatives fought for the king (Charles I), at least we ended up with our head on our 
shoulders, and by an Scottish indenture ship of Cromwell that is how I ended up being American.

Now I have to deal with a hunter and a bear both great in their own fashion, but they have not be able 
to get along for over a half of a century. At least the Armstrong being part viking like this knight and a 
Kerr, having likely some ancestry of Normandy, find him compatible. Buck you may be able to light a 
fire under him, but likely I will not have much luck.

Hate to say this Buck, but I talk to bear. Kind of find it embarrassing. Given you and you birds, do you 
really think that will stop the wind farms. This bear told me; though I know you are not in Kansas at 
least anymore, in Kansas they tried to stop a wind farm by using birds, it did not work.

Could recall a movie on Bobby Jones, an amateur golfer, who played; I guess they play golf at St 
Andrews. The caddy told him when he kept on using the same technique, and was not able to get out of 
a sand trap; “the definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again and expecting to get 
a different result”. Guess sometimes one should listen to the caddy.

When it comes to family feuds Buck you just as well be straight foreword, after all we do not want 
anyone stomped on in the process.

If it was not for the Armstrong in the United Kingdom surviving The Union of the Crowns, after all 
they are my brethren, if an Armstrong bleeds I do too.

As you know they are different, but discuss things, and then act independently, but in basically the 
same way. When they ride in Scotland, I want to be with them.

Your family David Scott of the Buccleuch (Buck), and son David had the Governorship of The 
Hermitage Castle, about the time Archibald “Bell the Cat” fifth Earl of Angus passed land to his family 
squire (is that like a caddy) Robert Elwald of Ridheuch (Redheugh; a red slope). Archibald was to pass 
the land to a Patrick Hepburn called after his estate near Glasgow, called Boswell (land owned by the 
Douglas at time when a Douglas was a provost and a John Elwald rector of St Andrews University 
1418 then eventually rector of Kirkandrews 1423). Kirkandrews as part of St Ninian's Whitethorne 
Parish, is felt were the names Andrews and Ninian came from among the Elwald at the time of the 
Robert Elwald sasine from Bell the Cat.



There is a Walter Scott of Edschaw involved at the time of the sasine along with Kerr, and others well 
known to the family, but no Armstrongs.

Feel the Armstrong did not believe in Norman sasine, and it was about this time that Buccleach for the 
dad took over the land in name sake only so it could be in one piece, and reserve for use of the 
Armstrong Clan, much in the same way land of the Navajo is kept in one piece an reserved for their 
usage by the US government. 

As you know Buck this did not work to well when at the Union, when they wanted the Armstrong 
moved out of the border. Guess some survived on the border. Buck I wonder why?

Many of the Armstrong as with my family and the story of the Fairy Bear, moved on to Fermanagh in 
the Ulster Plantation, then many of these borderers moved on through out the world.



The Armstrong on today's border are survivors, and just remnants of their counterparts  spread through 
the world.

Buck, you may not know what you get into by me, I do things by measurement, as represented by  the 
elwand family at times referred to as Elwand (Elwald) on the above shield.

Also find myself, or my mug, as what the people of the UK from the German because of extinction an 
elk head at the top of their crest, the Scots/English migrating to the American Plantation at the time did 
not have a word for the animal from where they came at the time and took on the indigenous American 
word of moose for the above.  Kerr was known to be Nordic for swamp and UK elk//US and moose 
like swamps. With about a third of the Kerr being left hand an said to be thinking in the half of the 
brain known to be pictorially orientated, and may have retained proper imagery of the animal for a 
longer period of time.



The above shows my DNA modal is as close to the Eliot/Elliot//Elliot as Kerr.

Elch (Elk), Elchwald (elk/moose of the forest), in Denmark Elgwald, therefore the elk/moose 
represents the Elwald, and likely became symbolically since the UK did not have elk/moose became a 
stag, as in the Scot; 



elk/moose became elf, like in Elfwald. An elf like an elk/moose can be considered also illusive and 
mischievous. The illusive part of myself is created by people not accepting the name Elwald as a name 
which became Ellot, and became a name with an inserted “i” about 1650.



Above states by Maggie's father Arthur Eliott, that the Elliott outside England and Wales are mainly 
Scottish. Arthur Eliott did his research, and at one time had help from his mother, so is a second 
generation research, he did his research for his father's father, like I am doing my research, and 
knowing how accurate a second generation genealogical researcher can be he did it with high accuracy, 
considering Stobs and records burned Buck in the early eighteenth century. Buck would like to research 
the records someday you have.

It is felt when Sir John Eliot was imprisoned in the Tower of London, was quite popular with the 
family. He was a parliamentarian, but as Cromwell attacked Scotland the Parliamentarians lost support 
by the family of Stobs. Researching Salem Village, Massachusetts and Giles Cory age 82 would not say 
whether his plead, and they weighted him with rock. I was felt he did not plead, so his estate would not 
be taken from him for being a witch. His last words  basically “more rock”, in this way he felt his land 
would go to his family. 

With the Royalist (mainly Anglican/Episcopalian like Charles I), the Parliamentarians would take their 
estates as a tax. William Elliot of Stobs, son of Gilbert, was felt to have Royalist leanings, and like in 
the Salem Witch Trials, and accuser, so to protect his estate he committed suicide, and the name Elliot 
then as rejection to the Parliamentarians became Eliott.

Now, you are dealing with Maggie, and Maggie seems to have the big gun. After all she is your 
creation, my family at least honored Martin of Braidley, and that is the Braidley, between the 
Hermitage Castle, and the home of my family Gorrenberry, both areas be affected by a Hermitage 
Castle Hill wind farm of INFINIS.

Lets take a look at the genealogy of Margaret of Redheugh;
 

 

Seems Francis, Boswell, and Eliott are important names.



The other person of Redheugh I was able to reference is;

  



Seems to be with NBW; North British Windpower Ltd;

Can not come to any conclusion with the above with Christopher Wilkins in the above article, but feel 
he being involve is so many wind energy firms, and living in Redheugh, may have and influences on 
others living in Redheugh, on whether to support wind farms. This could also have an influence on 
establishing Martin Ellot's Braidley between Gorrenberry and The Hermitage Castle where a proposed 
wind farm is to be placed..



Buck; Maggie to me has to choose between spouse and father, and it is a difficult decision to make, and 
I feel I would choose spouse.  In this case it looks more like money and power to family. Maybe her 
husband may realize what the Hermitage Castle means to the remnant of borderers still left in the 
region of the borders, and the many spread throughout the world to their history, and representation of 
their homeland which they would in a lot of cases want to visit, but a wind farm behind it, would be 
representing the destruction power of these wind farms, and as far as public relations is concerned wind 
farms may be represented by an impact from a corporation foreign to the needs, and not fulfilling the 
agreements with local people.



Like with Martin being from Braidley between Gorrenberry and the Hermitage;

 

An important part of clan history as not being recognized, by some as being located there. Like the 
name Elwald though utilized as a name of Robert receiving land of Redheugh, not being recognized.



 

Maybe for all I know because Maggie family was of the Redheugh Gang and mine of the Gorrenberry 
Gang which rode with Martin of Braidley, nearby.

With above there is Elwandis (of measurement), and Dand Ellot, Sondhopis (Sundhope son), my family 
line is of this Hermitage Hill where the turbines are to be placed.



The communities that could depend on The Hermitage, as an attraction to borderers planted around the 
world finding their roots in the region of the Hermitage could have their homeland destroyed by 
placement of a wind farm on it.

Sincerely,
Mark Elliott

4/13/2014


